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Equations
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1. Introduction. This article surveys some recent global limit and oscillation
theorems for some systems of nonlinear difference-differential equations that
define cross-correlated flows on probabilistic networks. These equations comprise
the first stage of a theory of learning [IJ that attempts to unify, at least qualitatively,
some data from psychology, neurophysiology and neuroanatomy by finding
common mathematical principles that underly these data. The behavior of these
networks can be interpreted as a nonstationary and deterministic prediction theory
because the networks learn in a way that imitates the following heuristic example
chosen from daily life.

An experimenter C teaches a human subject g' a list of events (say the list AB of
letters) by presenting the letters one after the other to g' and then presenting the
list several times in this way. To test if g' has learned the list, C then presents A
alone to g' and hopes that g' will reply with B. If g' does so whenever A is presented,
C can safely assume that g' has learned the list. We shall construct machines (the
networks) which learn according to a similar procedure. At least three phases exist
in this learning paradigm: (i) the learning trial during which the letters are pre-
sented, (ii) a remembering period during which no new material is presented, and
(iii) a recall trial during which C tests .It's memory by presenting A alone and
noting how well .It can reproduce B. We shall find that varying the geometry of
our networks can dramatically change the qualitative properties of each of these
phases. Moreover, the networks often exhibit a monotonic response to wildly
oscillating inputs; some of them become easier to analyze when loops-and thus
an extra source of nonlinear interactions--are added to them, some exhibit
interactions that can be interpreted as "time reversals" on C's time scale, and
some of their stability properties become easier to guarantee as the time .lag
increases.

2. The networks. The networks .,I( are defined by equations of the form

(1)
n

Xi(t) = -CXXi(t) + P L xm(t -'t)Ymi(t) + I,{t),
m=l
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(2) Yjk(t) = PjkZjk(t)[mtl PjmZjm(t)

and

(3) Zjk(t) = [-UZjk(t) + PXj{t -T)xk(t)]8(pjk)'

where IX, P and u are positive; n is a positive integer; the matrix P = Ilpjkll is semi"
stochastic (i.e., Pjk ~ 0 and L~= I Pjm = 0 or 1); and

O(P) =50 if p ~ 0,

if p > o.t 1

The initial data is nonnegative and continuous, subject for convenience to the
constraint that Zjk(O) > 0 if and only if Pjk > O. The inputs Ij(t) are nonnegative and
continuous functions. Each choice of parameters and initial data defines a different
machine .,If, and each choice of inputs in [0, 00) defines a different experiment
performed by It' on .,If. Instead of presenting letters to.,I(, t!f presents abstract
symbols rj, i = 1,2, ..., n. The presentation of rj to vII at time tj is represented
by a momentary increase of I j(t) for t ~ tj whose shape depends on external
circumstances.

3. Cross-correlated flows on probabilistic graphs. Every P ca~ be geometrically
realized as a directed probabilistic graph with vertices V = {Vi: i = 1, 2, ..., n} and
directed edges E = {ejk :j, k = 1,2,..., n}, where the weight Pjk is assigned to ejk'

Letting Xi(t) describe the state of a process at Vi and Y jk(t) be the state of a process at
the arrowhead N jk of e jk, then (2) can readily be thought of as a flow of the quantities
Px j over the edges e jk with flow velocity V = I/!. The coefficients Y jk(t) in (1) control
the size of the px){t -!) flow from Vj along ejk which reaches Vk at time t by cross-

correlating past px){w -!) and'xk(w) values, WE[-!,t}, with an exponential
weighting factor e-u(t-w) as in Zjk(t) in (3), and comparing this weighted cross-
correlation in (2) with all other cross-correlations Zjm(t) corresponding to any
edge leading from Vj, m =1,2,..., n.

4. Outstars. We now choose the geometry P of(2) to illustrate the learning ofa
list 'I'Z of two symbols. Let Pli = 1/(n -1), i = 2,3,. .., n, and let all other Pjk
equal zero. This system is called an outsta, since all positive weights PI; are directed
away from the single source vertex VI.

Learning in an outstar can be described heuristically in the following way [2] : (i)
"practice makes perfect"; (ii) an isolated outstar never forgets what it has been
taught; (iii) an isolated outstar remembers without practicing overtly; (iv) the
memory of an isolated outstat spontaneously improves if it has previously received
a moderate amount of practice; (v) all errors can be corrected, although prior learn-
ingand a large number of response alternatives can diminish the learning speed; and
(vi) the act of recalling,z given '1 does not destroy .A's memory of prior learning.

Mathematically speaking, these properties are described by a sequence G(I),
G(Z), ..., G(N), ...of outstars with identical but otherwise arbitrary positive and
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continuous initial data, whose inputs are formed from the following ingredients:
(a) Let {() j: j = 2, ..., n} be a fixed but arbitrary probability distribution.
(b) Let f and g be bounded, nonnegative, and continuous functions in [0, OCJ) for

which there exist positive constants k and To such that

f~ e-a(/-wY(w)dw ~ k, t ~ To,

and

f~e-"(t-W)g(W)dW ~ k, t ~ To.

(c) Let U l(N) and U(N) be any positive and monotone increasing functions of
N ~ 1 such that

lim U I(N) = lim U(N) = 00.
N-oo N-oo

(d) For every N ~ 1, let hN(t) be any nonnegative and continuous function that is
positive only in (U(N), 00).

The input functions I~N) of GIN) are defined in terms of (aHd) by

(4) IIf)(t) = f(t)[1 -()(t -U I(N»] + hN(t)

and

(5) I~N)(t) = ()jg(t)[1 -()(t -U(N»], j = 2, ..., n.

Letting the functions of GIN) be denoted by superscripts "(N)" (e.g., Ylj is written as
YI":), and definin g the ratios X(N) = X(N)[~n XI'V)] -1 for every N > 1 and J.

I} } } L...m=2 m =
= 2, ..., n. we can state the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let GII), GI2), ..., G(N), ...be outstars with identical but otherwise
arbitrary positive and continuous initial data, and any inputs chosen as in (4) and (5).
Then:

(A) for every N ~ 1, the limits lim X~N)(t) and lim Y\~)(t) exist and are equal,
/-00 /-00

j = 2, "., n;

(B) for every N ~ 1 and all t ~ U(N), X~N)(t) and y\~)(t) are monotonic in opposite
senses, and

lim X<f)(U(N» = lim y~~)(U(N» = (Jj, j = 2, ..., n.
N-+oo N-+oo

In particular, by (A) and (B),

lim lim X~N)(t) = lim lim y~~)(t) = (Jj, j = 2, ..., n;
N-+oo 1-+00 N-+oo 1-+00

(C) for every N ~ 1 andj = 2, ..., n, the functions y~~), ~N) = y~) -X~N), and
G~N) = X~N) -(J j change sign at most once and not at all if F~N)(O)G~N)(O) ~ O.
Moreover, ~N)(O)G~N)(O) > 0 implies F~N)(t)G~N)(t) > 0 for all t ~ O.

Part (C) shows in particular that y\~) is quite insensitive to fluctuations in
fandg.

':1
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COROLLARY The theorem is true if
N-'

I\N)(t) = I J ,(t -k(w + W)) + J ,(t -A(N))
k=O

and

N-I
I~N)(t) = (}j I J2(t -w -k(w + W»),

k=O
j = 2, , n,

"r

It
il

where J i is a continuous and nonnegative function that is positive in an interval of the
form (0, ).J, i = 1,2; wand Ware nonnegative numbers whose sum is positive; and

A(N) > w + (N -l)(w + W) + }'2

The case of learning a list '1'2 requires the further specialization that OJ = Oj2
(see [2] and [3] for further details).

5. Learning of spatial patterns by a complete graph with loops. Suppose P
= (l/n)En. where all entries in En equal 1. Then every vertex Vj is connected to every
vertex Vj by an equal weight, so .A is called a complete graph with loops. We shall
show that such a graph can learn a spatial pattern of arbitrary complexity that is
presented eyen with a rapidly oscillating input just so long as the input represents
sufficiently many presentations of the pattern. Again (i) "practice makes perfect";
(ii) an isolated machine never forgets; (iii) an isolated machine remembers without
overtly practicing; (iv) "contour enhancement" occurs, in the sense that after a
moderate amount of practice "darks get darker" and "lights get lighter" in .A's
memory; and (v) a new pattern can always be learned to replace an old pattern.
Moreover, (vi) "pattern completion" occurs, in the sense that even a speck of light
shone at one vertex can reproduce the entire pattern at all vertices after learning has
occurred. However, (vii) the very act of perturbing the graph with any recall input
other than the pattern that was learned gradually destroys .A's memory of the
original pattern.

A spatial pattern is, in the present context, a collection of inputs Ij(t) = (J)(t),
where {(Jj: i = 1,2, ..., n} is a fixed but arbitrary probability distribution, and I(t)
is a bounded, nonnegative, and continuous function. As in Theorem 1, we define a
sequence G(ll, G(ll, '.', G(NI, ...of complete graphs with loops, now subjected 40
inputs of the form

(6) I~NI(t) = (JjJ(t)[1 -(J(t -U(N»J,

where

(7) i' e-«(I-V)J(V) dv ~ k, t ~ To.

We must also properly constrain the parameters cx, p, u and.. For example, let
0"(.) = U + 2s(.), where s(.) is the largest real part of the zeros of R.(s) = s + cx

P -e.
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THEOREM 2. Consider any sequence G(ll, G(2), ..., G(N), ...of complete graphs

with loops possessing equal but otherwise arbitrary nonnegative and continuous

initial data. Let IX > P and a(t) > 0, and suppose that the inputs satisfy (6) and (7).
Then letting XjN) = xjN)[L~= 1 X<';:)]-l,

(A) for every N ~ 1, the limits lim XIN)(t) and limy~1)(t) exist and are equal;
t--+ 00 t--+ 00

(B) foreveryN ~ 1andt ~ U(N)thefunctionsXIN)(t)andy~1)(t)lieintheinterval
[m IN) MIN) ] whereI' I ,

mINI = min{XINI(U(N)),y<jiI(U(N)):j= ,2, , n},

M\N) = max{X\N)(U(N)),y)f)(U(N)):j = 1,2,. , n}

and

lim m\N) = lim M\N) = (J., ",
N-+oo N-+oo

i, k = 1,2, , n

In particular,

Jim lim X!N)(t) = lim lim y~'}')(t) = 8/,
N-+oo 1-+00 N-+oo 1-+00

i,k=1,2,...,n

(C) for every N ~ 1 and t ~ 0, the functions Y\~J, y\~J, X\N) -y\~) and X\N)
-y\~J change sign at most once and not at all if y\N)(O) ~ X\N)(O) ~ y\N)(O),
wh (N)- ml'n{ (N)' k - 12 ... } Y(N)- { (N)' k - 12 ..' } (N)ereYi -Yki' -" ,n, i -maxYki' -" ,n,Yi.8
= min{y{N) (} } and y{N) = max {y{N) (} } For t > U (N ) y{N) Y"{N)X {N) - Y {N) andI , i, 1.8 I , i. = , I , I , I I
X\N) -y\N) change sign at most once and not at all if yjN)(U(N» ~ X\N)(U(N»

~ y\N)(U(N».
COROLLARY 2 (Stability is graded in the time lag). If cx > p and a(.o) > 0, then

(AHC) hold for all. ~ .0 since a(.) is nwnotone increasing in. ~ 0, (See [4] and [5]
for further details.)

6. Dependence of memory on geometry. Removing the loops from the graph has
a dramatic effect on its memory. For example, let t = O,n = 3,andpij =:l{1 -Oij),
i, j = 1,2,3. Then [6] for arbitrary positive initial data satisfying ZiJ{O) = Z ji(O),
lim X i(t) = l andlim Y jk(t) = :l{1 -t>ij) if u(O) > 0 and the inputs are positive only
1--00 1--00
in a finite interval. In other words, ..It "forgets" everything it has learned. By
contrast, for u(O) < 0, the functions Y jk(t) can be kept in an interval of prescribed
smallness by choosing lu(O)1 sufficiently large; i.e.,..It "remembers" arbitrarily well.
In the complete graph with loops, Theorem 2 shows that ..It can remember only
spatial patterns if u(t) > O. The constraint u(t) < 0 is necessary in both cases for..lt
to be able to remember an arbitrary pattern in space-time, such as a list.

7. Serial learning of long lists. The learning of long lists by human subjects
differs significantly from the learning of short lists [7], [8]. For example, the begin-
ning and end of a long list are often learned before the middle is learned ("bowing"),
whereas a short list, such as AB, can often be learned on a single trial and such that a
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significant association from B to A is created ("backward learning"). Moreover,
the bowing effect is sensitive to the speed with which the list is presented and to the
rest interval between list presentations.

These facts imply that various learning effects propagate "backwards in time"
relative to g's time scale [8]. For example, if the alphabet ABC. ..Z is presented
just once to vIt with a time interval of w units between successive letter presentations,
then vIt cannot possibly know that Zis the end of the alphabet until at least w units
after Z is presented to vIt, since only then does vIt know that Z will not be followed
by another letter presented with the same time spacing. Similady, the short list AB
forms part of the alphabet ABC. ..Z, yet the presentation of CD ...Z after AB
influences vIt's recall of AB. These effects are, for example, qualitatively found
when in the following system of equations the input represents a serial presentation
of a long list:

(8) Xj(t) = -axj(t) + Ij(t),

(9) Yjk(t) = Zjk(t)[mtl Zjk(t)

(10)

and

(11)

Zjk(t) = PXJ{t -.)Xk(t), j # k,

Zjj{t) =0,

for i,j, k = 1,2, ..., n. The system (8)-(11) is a complete n-graph without loops
modified by removing the interaction term L~= 1 Xm(t --r)Ymi(t) in order to show
the primary effect of the serial input ordering on the "associations" Yjk(t).

We present the list rlr2 ...rL to .A once at a speed -r, so that

/. (t ) =/. I(t--r ) J.=23 ...LJ J-' " , ,

and / J{t) = 0, j = L + 1, ..., n, where /l(t) is assumed to equal zero outside the
interval [0, -r). A computation of Yj.j+ I(t) at discrete time steps t = m-r yields the
following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Yj.j+ I((j + 1)-r) is a negatively accelerated, monotone decreasing
function of j = 1,2, ..., L -1; YL-I.L(m-r) is monotone increasing in m ~ L + 1;
and the function

~

B(j) = lim Yj,j+l(m-c)
m-+oo

first decreases monotonically to a minimum attained for j = J or J + I, where
J = max{j:j ~!(L -I)}, and then increases monotonically,

In other words, the "correct" associations Yj,j+ ,(t) decrease as a function ofjfor t
chosen right after rj and rj+ 1 are presented, After rL is presented, a facilitation effect
at the end of the list appears, and this ultimately propagates backwards in j until
the middle of the list is reached, Reference [8] describes effects such as these in
detail,
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